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Introducing the EcoSpa hot tub range; 
Affordable, efficient, and feature-packed; 
designed to elevate relaxation and bring 
family and friends together.

With beneficial hydrotherapy massage, low 
running costs, an eco-conscious design, 
beautiful lighting options, and all standard 
with a Bluetooth surround sound; these hot 

tubs have everything you need for enjoyment 
all year round. The EcoSpa hot tub range offers 
the perfect blend of relaxation, socialising, and 
fun. Unwind and soak in hot water, creating 
cherished moments and unforgettable 
experiences for everyone. 

The EcoSpa hot tub range is meticulously 
hand-crafted to deliver the best value for 

money spa experience, while prioritising 
minimal maintenance, low chemical 
consumption, energy efficiency, comfort, and 
relaxation. 

Whether taking time out for yourself or 
connecting with friends, an EcoSpa is the 
choice of quality, reliability and excellence.

Choosing your hot tub has never been easier...



Owning a home hot tub gives you 
permanent access to the same 
beneficial effects of hot water 
enjoyed through the ages by the 
ancient Turks and Romans.

Better Health

A massaging hot tub reduces stress, 

stimulates blood circulation, eases muscle 

tension and soreness, gives temporary relief 

from arthritis and accelerates healing of 

muscle related injuries.

Arthritis / Sports Injury Relief

Hydrotherapy for just 10 to 15 minutes 

daily can significantly improve your body’s 

co-ordination and flexibility. A warm aquatic 

environment facilitates blood flow through 

your body.

A hot tub’s hydro massage jets target pain 

precisely. Jets in the footwell - for example - 

alleviate pain in your ankles and feet, while 

swirling jets installed in the back of a hot 

tub lounge seat ease tension in the back and 

neck.

Improved Sleep

After a hectic day, the soothing water of a 

hot tub can help melt away tension and let 

relaxation replace the stress of the day. 

Get Social

Hot tubs are the perfect social hub for friends 

and family. A hot tub provides the perfect 

opportunity to relax and enjoy the outdoors!

Imagine the enchantment of a clear summer 

sky or the soothing warm water surrounding 

you while the winter snow falls.

Talking, laughing, listening to favourite tunes 

and having family fun!

 

 

 

 

 

Energy Efficiency 

• EcoZone Insulation

• Heat Saver Insulated Covers 

• Automatic Circulation

Specification Variations

• Jets

• Pumps

• Shape and Size

Filtration 

• Programmable Pressurised Filtration System 

• Automatic Spa Care System

Headrests and Neck Jets

• Quality

• Practicalities

• Performance

Tactile Therapy (dispersion of lactic acid)

• Hydrotherapy Massage

• Zone Therapy Seating

• Head to Toe Hydrotherapy 

Environment 

• Sound 

• Visual

• Lights 

• Waterfalls

The Eco Spa Collection suits every lifestyle and features the very latest 

technology to help you maximise the pleasure of owning a hot tub. Our in-

house staff are always available to advise before, during and after you choose 

your hot tub. 

How Does it Work? 

A bromine cartridge is placed into the 
Clean Zone System which self doses 
the spa water. Bromine doesn’t have 
a strong smell and does the same job 
as chlorine, sanitising the spa water 
keeping it safe for you and your family 
to use all year round. Bromine is also 
less corrosive than chlorine and salt 
systems.

Our Clean Zone technology is perfect 
for those with sensitive skin, who 
want the most chemical free and low 
maintenance system possible. The 
cartridges can be replaced easily just 
by twisting the cap to the Clean Zone 
system, pulling the cartridge holder 
out, discarding of the old cartridge and 
replacing with the new one. 

The Clean Zone technology teamed 
with the Clear Zone Filtration system, 
make the EcoSpa hot tub range the 
perfect choice for complete value for 
money and relaxation. Designed with 
you in mind, to save you time, energy, 
and money. 

What are the benefits of using the 
Clean Zone System? 

• Less chemical consumption

• Very low maintenance

• Helps to prevent irritations

• Longer lasting water

• Easy to use

• Softer water by using minerals

• Reduces odours

• Crystal clear water 

• 30% less corrosive

Eco Spas Automatic Self-Cleaning Spa Care System

All EcoSpa hot tubs feature the exclusive Clean Zone Self-Dosing System, allowing the water to be 

sanitised gradually using easy-to-use bromine cleaning cartridges. 

This system helps to reduce maintenance and chemical consumption and prevents you overdosing your 

hot tub water. This is a chlorine free system; great for those who may have sensitive skin and find chlorine 

too strong.

EcoZone Insulation

Our award-winning concept involves 3 processes: 

we spray ½” Polyurethane Foam onto the back of 

the spa shell for insulation. Then, 3cm Polyurethane 

Foam Panels are fitted inside the frame of the 

cabinet. These 2 processes alone trap 90% of heat 

which travels through the shell.

Finally, we have a Polyisocyanurate Reflective 
Silver Foil Wrap fitted to the inside of the cabinet 
and another 1” Polyurethane Foam Panel on the 
inside of the Silver Foil.

EcoZone Insulation has an R-value of 18.45 and 
assures that your hot tub is fully insulated to be 
energy-efficient, resulting in low running costs. 

Our EcoZone Insulation also complies with the 
Californian Energy Commission’s recommended 
and controlled quality assured guidelines.



THE ECO DIFFERENCE

80% more effective than the 
average skimmer filtration 
system, Clear Zone technology 
provides external pressurized 
filtration where the filter is 
outside of the bathing area. 

This provides cleaner, 
clearer water, less chemical 
consumption and 
maintenance, lower running 
costs and is ultimately more 
hygienic for all bathers.

This is a chlorine free inbuilt 
self-dosing system allowing 
the water to be sanitized 
gradually using easy to use 
water cleaning cartridges. 

Clean Zone helps to reduce 
maintenance and chemical 
consumption and gives a 
bonus of softer water with no 
harsh chemical odour.



ECOTRANQUIL

FEATURES

LED Colour Changing Lighting

Lit Cup Holders

Colour Changing Fountain

Bluetooth Music

Go-Green Eco Insulation

Heat Pump Ready

2 Tier Step

Lit Crystal Handrail (On Loungers)

Volcano Massage Jet

Clean Zone Cyclonic Filtration

Plush Headrests

Designer Dials

Clear Zone Self Cleaning System

Wi-Fi Ready Control Your Hot Tub

DESIGN

Curviliniear Design

Tactile Therapy

Non-Slip Easy Access Steps

Stainless Steel Appliance Ready Frame

Clip-On One-Piece Cabinets And Corners

Ever-Clean Cabinetry

Performance Seating

True Hydrotherapy

Poly Moulded Base

ECOOASIS

The EcoTranquil 4-person hot tub features a versatile 
lounger offering head-to-toe hydrotherapy from either 
end, designed to accommodate all shapes and sizes.

With an extra 3 corner buckets seats for wrap around 
massage, this hot tub is the perfect intimate relaxation 
destination and great if space is a little limited. Enjoy 
advanced cleaning systems and an array of features for 
an unparalleled spa experience. 

SEATING:  4-5 Adults including 1 Lounger  

JETS: 35 Hydrotherapy Jets 

DIMENSIONS: 180 x 140 x 80cm 

PUMPS: 1 x Hi-Flo 2 Speed 3HP Pump

POWER: 16 or 32AMP

The EcoOasis 7-person hot tub is the ultimate social 
hub boasting the powerful volcano jet in the footwell 
for a rejuvenating deep tissue foot massage. 

With multi-level seating offering easy accessibility in 
and out of the spa as well as cool down areas, this hot 
tub really has everyone in mind for the perfect blend of 
hydrotherapy and entertainment

FEATURES

LED Colour Changing Lighting

Lit Cup Holders

Colour Changing Fountain

Bluetooth Music

Go-Green Eco Insulation

Heat Pump Ready

2 Tier Step

Lit Crystal Handrail (On Loungers)

Volcano Massage Jet

Clean Zone Cyclonic Filtration

Plush Headrests

Designer Dials

Clear Zone Self Cleaning System

Wi-Fi Ready Control Your Hot Tub

DESIGN

Curviliniear Design

Tactile Therapy

Non-Slip Easy Access Steps

Stainless Steel Appliance Ready Frame

Clip-On One-Piece Cabinets And Corners

Ever-Clean Cabinetry

Performance Seating

True Hydrotherapy

Poly Moulded Base

SEATING:  6-7 Adults 

JETS: 50 Hydrotherapy Jets 

DIMENSIONS: 190 x 190 x 80cm 

PUMPS: 2 x Hi-Flo 2 Speed 2.5HP Pumps

POWER: 32AMP



The EcoSerenity 6-person hot tub features a head-
to-toe hydrotherapy lounger as well as 5 more 
comfortable multi-level seats, including non-slip steps 
into the hot tub for easy accessibility. 

With barrier-free seating to suit all shapes and sizes. 
This model is perfect for all the family, offering the 
epitome of relaxation and comfort while delivering 
adjustable massage therapy, beautiful aesthetics, plus 
an impressive Bluetooth surround sound system. 

ECOSERENITY ECOHARMONY

The EcoHarmony 5-person hot tub features 2 head-to-
toe hydrotherapy loungers designed to suit all shapes 
and sizes, plus and extra 3 seating areas including non-
slip steps into the hot tub for easy accessibility. 

This model provides an indulgent escape for relaxation 
and entertainment with an array of hydrotherapy jets, 
soothing lighting, a Bluetooth surround sound system, 
and advanced self-cleaning technology.

FEATURES

LED Colour Changing Lighting

Lit Cup Holders

Colour Changing Fountain

Bluetooth Music

Go-Green Eco Insulation

Heat Pump Ready

2 Tier Step

Lit Crystal Handrail (On Loungers)

Volcano Massage Jet

Clean Zone Cyclonic Filtration

Plush Headrests

Designer Dials

Clear Zone Self Cleaning System

Wi-Fi Ready Control Your Hot Tub

DESIGN

Curviliniear Design

Tactile Therapy

Non-Slip Easy Access Steps

Stainless Steel Appliance Ready Frame

Clip-On One-Piece Cabinets And Corners

Ever-Clean Cabinetry

Performance Seating

True Hydrotherapy

Poly Moulded Base

SEATING:  6 Adults including 1 Lounger  

JETS: 43 Hydrotherapy Jets 

DIMENSIONS: 190 x 190 x 80cm 

PUMPS: 2 x Hi-Flo 2 Speed 2.5HP Pumps

POWER: 32AMP

FEATURES

LED Colour Changing Lighting

Lit Cup Holders

Colour Changing Fountain

Bluetooth Music

Go-Green Eco Insulation

Heat Pump Ready

2 Tier Step

Lit Crystal Handrail (On Loungers)

Volcano Massage Jet

Clean Zone Cyclonic Filtration

Plush Headrests

Designer Dials

Clear Zone Self Cleaning System

Wi-Fi Ready Control Your Hot Tub

DESIGN

Curviliniear Design

Tactile Therapy

Non-Slip Easy Access Steps

Stainless Steel Appliance Ready Frame

Clip-On One-Piece Cabinets And Corners

Ever-Clean Cabinetry

Performance Seating

True Hydrotherapy

Poly Moulded Base

SEATING:  4-5 Adults including 2 Loungers  

JETS: 51 Hydrotherapy Jets 

DIMENSIONS: 192 x 192 x 80cm 

PUMPS: 2 x Hi-Flo 2 Speed 2.5HP Pumps

POWER: 32AMP



0808 169 6555 
Spa House, Watling Street, Dor-

don CV9 2PZ

© 2024 Eco Spas. All rights reserved.
All other brands, product names, company names, trademarks, trade names and 

service marks used are the property of their respective owners. Due to our continuous 
improvement programs, Eco Spas may make product modifications and enhancements. 

Specifications may change without notice. International products may be configured 
differently to meet local electrical requirements.

Dimensions are approximate. Product pictured may include options beyond standard 
equipment. Check with your local dealer for the most current product specifications.
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